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Multi Color Option    

The Stage Accompany website is being improved every week. One of the great improvements is the Multi Color Option, 
which brings great new possibilities for contractors and interior designers. So if you want green instead of black, or 
orange instead of blue, you can get it at Stage Accompany.  
This service is an integral part of the fabrication process, and not applied after fabrication, therefore the option must be 
addressed in the ordering stage.  

Meet SA      

The two last exhibitions, in Brussels and Moscow, were of great success. 
There were many people interested in our products, especially in the M57 of 
the Master Series. 
 
You can visit SA at many exhibitions this year, such as the Prolight+Sound, 
AES, PLASA and many more! The year 2006 will be an exciting one! We 
suggest that you don't miss an exhibition, because we "might" announce 
exciting news on an exhibition. 

You can find a list of exhibitions on our website: www.stageaccompany.com. 

New contacts in Russia     

    A&A Sound and Light Equipment was founded in 2005 by 
two companions, Alex Ramazov and Alexey Konovalov 
Alexey, and it represents the Musical Industry. 

Both Alex Ramazov and Alexey Konovalov have worked 
in the Musical Industry before. A&A Sound and Light 
Equipment delivers and installs light and sound 
equipments. They also develop, project and assemble 
light and sound complexes for concert stages. 

Stage Accompany dealers     

Our dealers have been doing a lot of work lately and we 
have received a lot of orders from them. We have dealers 
located all over the world, from Russia to Belgium, from 
Germany to Korea, from Spain to the USA and also in the 
Netherlands. 

SA is expanding, the business is growing and growing, 
especially in China. Thanks to the growing demand, we 
have now a new contact person in China. You can find her 
contact details on our website. 

  We have now a call centre located in the USA, which will 
take care of all incoming calls. 

Now you can reach us from all over the world! 

  

 


